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As an audio technology manufacturer, distributor and con-

sultant, Harmonic Design has been firmly established on the

German and European market for decades. Those of us, who

have been active in the industry a little longer, probably know

the name Harmonic Design (hd) especially in connection with

the MLSSA measurement system: 1990 hd assumed respon-

sibility for MLSSA distribution in Europe and was thus signifi-

cantly involved in the distribution of the first computer-aided

measurement system with a maximum-length sequence

technology-based audio measurement system. MLSSA,

which was developed by Douglas Rife, rapidly took hold in

the development departments of nearly all loudspeaker man-

ufacturers worldwide (and it is not unusual that it is still being

used to this day). The other foothold of hd, a company

founded by Gela Hildebrandt, was and still is the develop-

ment and production of own loudspeakers and the associ-

ated electronics for professional use.

In 2015 the company was taken over by Robin Maier (as man-

aging director) along with his brother Tim (export) and father

Werner Maier (sales). At the same time, the company moved

to new and larger premises in Steinheim, which include a

showroom and expanded electronics development. Today

hd presents itself with international large-scale tradeshow

appearances and other events. The range of products with

many new developments currently includes loudspeakers of

all sizes – from typical multifunctional speakers over line ar-

rays and various subwoofers to modern column speakers in

all facets. Brand new in hd’s portfolio are two models of the

“Hybrid Line Source” (HLS) category, of which the larger

HLS24 model was available for our lab test. The HLS24 is

equipped with two 12" woofers and four 1.4" mid/high drivers

with a Line Source wave former. The smaller HLS20 model

operates with two 10" woofers and three HF drivers. Both

systems are available in versions with integrated passive

crossover or for fully active operation. To drive the systems,

hd uses Powersoft X or KDSP series amplifiers with inte-

grated DSP. The HLS can be either used in full range or com-

bined with a subwoofer. For the test, the HLS24 was com-

bined with the also newly developed Infra218. 

HLS = Hybrid Line Source

When first looking at the compact HLS24, one will think of

the classic top equipped with 15/2 or 12/2. The datasheet’s

dispersion angle of a nominal 100 ¥ 40 degrees also sug-

gests this. However, if one removes the front grille, some-

thing surprising becomes apparent: the HLS24 is equipped

with two 12" woofers in a bass reflex design, which are lo-
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cated in the enclosure and this radiates

the sound over a kind of upstream band

pass chamber. Four high frequency com-

pression drivers and a line array typical

guide design are located across the

whole height of the enclosure. These are

arranged in the form of a slightly curved

line and thus resemble a curved line

array.

The high frequency section is equipped

with 1.4" drivers with polymer mem-

branes and neodymium magnets. The

slightly curved wave front is generated

across three channels, which exclusively

flow into a waveguide to define the hor-

izontal opening angle. Of particular note

– when removing the front grille – is

also the design of the passive crossover,

which extends over two circuit boards,

which are located at the front of the en-

closure. With good ventilation in mind,

this position is definitely advantageous.

The crossovers are built with 250-volt

condensers and 2.5-mm2 coils on spe-

cial double-sided 70-µm circuit boards.

In its passive version, the HLS24 is a 4-

Ohm system, active 4 Ohm for the sub-

woofers and 8 Ohm for the tweeters.

Despite the HLS24’s high driver density,

the compact speaker gets by with 480 ¥

657 ¥ 560 mm (w ¥ h ¥ d) and only

45 kg. The enclosure is manufactured

from 15-mm multiplex with weatherproof

Polyurea synthetic coating. Two handles

are positioned on each side; a pole

mount flange is located at the base

plate. In order to fly the system, a 3-

point rigging system is completely inte-

grated; merely an additional flying frame

is required. The angle from one speaker

to the next is set via a gap on the front

side with a pivot  located on the rear of

the enclosure. For the high-frequency

line this means a larger or smaller gap.

If one had wanted to prevent this, the

enclosure would have had to have a

trapezoidal shape. The speaker how-

ever would have needed to be larger in
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HLS24 top with a curved line source of four tweeters; two slightly angled 12" sub-

woofers are located in the enclosure’s rear

Line Source unit with 1.4" drivers with Polymer membranes and neodymium  magnet
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Impedance curve of the HLS24’s LF (red) and HF (blue). The four

8-Ohm tweeters operate in a series-parallel-circuit. The subwoofer

shows behaviour of a band pass construction. In green, the

HLS24’s impedance curve with passive crossover (Figure 1)

Frequency response and sensitivity of the HLS24’s LF and HF.

The LF achieves very high sensitivity, however unfortunately de-

creases a little above 600 Hz. In green, the curve of the HLS24P

with passive crossover (Figure 2)

slightly in the periphery from the passive version. The overall

function of loudspeaker and filter for both versions can be

found in Figures 5 and 6. It is important to note, that both ways

are correctly summed without obliteration, which means that

the phase progressions are compatible. 

How this phase displays itself in total for the active and passive

version is shown in Figure 7. Apart from small deviations, the

phase responses are identical. Interesting is the spectrogram
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in Figure 8: One can identify a resonance from the band-pass

chamber in front of the 12" drivers between 800 and 900 Hz.

The tweeter’s design with four individual systems causes the

slightly irregular curve above 5 kHz. The longer oscillation

below 100 Hz is caused by bass reflex principle as an

acoustic high-pass of the fourth order and the additional

electric high-pass filter. 

Subwoofer Infra218

Four subwoofers are currently available from hd. The Sub12,

Sub15 and Sub18 as compact classic bass reflex speakers,

which as well are all available in an active version with inte-

grated amplifier. The largest family member is the hybrid sub-

woofer Infra218, which hd delivered for the test as an ade-

Passive filter for the HLS24’s LF (red) and HF way (blue). In green,

the passive version’s filter functions set in the controller for the full

range modus; dashed with high pass filter in combination with sub-

woofers (Figure 3)

Active filters for the HLS24’s LF (red) and HF way (blue) in a 

bi-amp modus; dashed the setting with high pass (Figure 4)

The HLS24P’ passive version’s frequency response in a full

range modus, the curve as a whole is balanced and both ways

add correctly (Figure 5)

The HLS24’s frequency response in a bi-amp full range modus

(Figure 6)
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quate complement of the HLS24. As the type designation al-

ready indicates: two 18" drivers in a hybrid design consisting

of bass reflex enclosure and horn or band pass.

The two drivers are located on the sides of a type of horn,

which is curved towards the inside and from the middle of

which a large bass reflex tube protrudes. The large surface

is important here in order to prevent port compression and

circulation noises. The “horn” as such does not yet have an

effect in the desired frequency range, however a different

effect arises. The upstream air volume creates a second res-

onator, which also provides a little support for the driver. 

The red curve in Figure 10 shows how the Infra218 presents

itself metrologically. With regard to 1 W / 1 m, nearly 90 dB

are already reached at 30 Hz. For 40 Hz, this already rises

to 97 dB. Beyond that the curve rises steadily to 104 dB. To-

gether with the adjustable controller function (green curve)
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The HLS24’s phase response in the passive version (blue) and

in a bi-amp modus (red); as is the case for the amplitude respon-

ses, the phase responses are very similar (Figure 7)

The HLS24’s spectrograph in a bi-amp modus: One can identify

a resonance from the band-pass chamber in front of the 12" drivers

between 800 and 900 Hz. The tweeter’s design with four individual

systems causes the slightly irregular curve above 5 kHz. (Figure 8)

The Infra218 subwoofer’s impedance curve with a setting of

the bass reflex resonator at 37 Hz (Figure 9)

Infra218 hybrid subwoofer 
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the progression shown in the blue curve arises. The Infra218

is thus well applicable from 30 Hz onwards and in combina-

tion with the HLS24 is divided slightly above 100 Hz. Figure

11 shows the combination, for comparison also the HLS24

full range in an active 2-way modus and passively separated

with controller. 

The Infra218 can obviously also be operated with three or

two speakers in a cardioid modus. The suitable connections

for this are located on the front side, so that the rotated

speaker can also be cabled without problems. When looking

at the subwoofer, the dimensions and weight should also

be considered. For the Infra218 the dimensions are 1.190 ¥

536 ¥ 670 mm and a weight of 85 kg, which can easily be

handled thanks to the three large handles per side. The sub

can be operated lying flat or standing upright. Accordingly,

M20 flanges exist on two sides, on which a top can be

added using a rod. A Powersoft K20 or two bridged chan-

nels of an X series amp are recommended as suitable am-

plifiers. 

The subwoofer’s frequency response and sensitivity (red), the

controller’s corresponding filter functions (green) and the subwoo-

fer’s curve with filter (blue, Figure 10)

The HLS24’s frequency response with Infra218 subwoofer

(above) in a bi-amp full range modus (middle) and a passive full

range modus (below, Figure 11)

The HLS24’s horizontal isobars; an average opening angle of

135° is reached above 1 kHz (Figure 12)

The HLS24’s vertical isobars with a relatively narrow dispersion

angle of around 20°–40° above 1 kHz (Figure 13)
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Directivity

For the directivity measurements, the HLS24 was conven -

iently directly delivered with a fitting mounting plate for our

rotating arm, as hd uses the structurally identical rotating

arm. In contrast to a simple base rotary disc, such a meas-

urement has the advantage of a larger measurement dis-

tance and less faults through the disc itself. Normally, the

 effort of special mounting is only conducted for complete

balloon data measurement and not for simple horizontal and

vertical isobars. 

The HLS24 passive version’s isobars, which were measured

using this approach, can be found in Figures 12 and 13. Nom-

inally, the speaker is specified with 100 ¥ 40 degrees, which

is not quite comprehensible. Above 1 kHz, an average of 135°

are reached horizontally. Below 1 kHz, a brief, quite pro-

nounced constriction to around 70° takes place, while the

isobars gain open up in the common form for the even

deeper frequencies. Here, the dispersion angle is narrower

than the specified 40°. Above 1 kHz, the isobars are partially

limited to up to 20°. On average, one could possibly speak

of 30°. The wide horizontal and narrow vertical dispersion

angles are however not necessarily a disadvantage or prob-

lem. Quite the contrary, in practical terms this behaviour will

for the most part be of advantage. One could merely criticise

that the values from the data sheet do not quite match these

findings. 

Possible maximum level

The measurement of the maximum level initially takes

place with sinus bursts for the HLS24 top in the active and

passive modus – the differences were marginal. Figure 14

therefore only shows the measurement of the passively

separated version for a maximum of 10 % distortions. In the

process, a channel of a Powersoft X series amplifier drove

the HLS24. For the Infra218, two of the amplifier’s channels

were bridged. According to the datasheet, 3 kW at 4 Ohm

are temporarily available, 10 kW in bridge modus. As only

the respective amplifier channel is loaded for the maximum

level measurement and the amplifiers were powered via a

three-phase connection, these values seem realistic. The

dashed line in Figure 14 was calculated using the sensitivity

curves and the maximum amplifier power. For the tweeter

it must be noted that the full amplifier power is not admit-
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Maximum level for maximum 10 % distortions for the HLS24 in a

passive full range modus (blue) and for the Infra218 subwoofer

(red). Dashed, the maximum level calculated according to the da-

tasheet’s sensitivity and maximum performance of the amplifier.

These are +40 dB for the subwoofer, +35 dB for the 12" and +28 dB

for the tweeter (Figure 14)

Multi-tone measurement with a spectrum according to EIA-426B

(green) and 12 dB crest factor. For a maximum 10 % distortion

(THD+IMD) the HLS24 reached 127 dB average level and 139 dB

peak level in the passive full range modus – with regard to a 1 m

distance under free-field full-space conditions (Figure 15)
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ted here; instead a frequency independent limited sets in

from 280 W onwards. The calculated curve is thus reduced

from 1 kHz onwards. At maximum 10 % distortions, the

HLS24’s subwoofer comes very close to the calculated

curves. That these are not quite reached by a couple of 

dB, is however absolutely normal. On the one side, power

compression takes place at very high levels, which can

 account for several dB; on the other the distortion limit of

maximum 10 % must also be considered during the meas-

urement. Potentially, one or the other dB is also lost

through the amplifier’s power in relation to the datasheet

specifications. Notwithstanding the above, the subwoofer’s

performance with 133 dB at 50 Hz and 139 dB at 100 Hz are

impressive. The HLS24’s two 12" drivers also convince with

135 dB from 100 Hz onwards. Until 4 kHz, the tweeter by

and large remains above the 130 dB line. After that, the

curve decreases to 120 dB. Such behaviour is typical for a

compression driver – independent of manufacturer, mem-

brane or drive. If one compares the curve with conventional

tops, we notice three things. The HLS24’s 12s are very pow-

erful especially in the lower frequencies and thereby offer

an optimum connection to a subwoofer. With its four driv-

ers, the tweeter offers an unusually high maximum level at

3–4 kHz. Below that – in the segment of around 1 kHz –

the tweeters are slightly

weaker, which is presum-

ably caused by the wave-

guides that are smaller in

comparison to the large

horn. All in all and without

question, the system deliv-

ers a very high output. 

For the multi-tone measure-

ment, the HLS24 top was

driven by an X series ampli-

fier channel in the full range

modus. The spectra for 10 %

distortion can be found in

Figure 15. The distortion

share is distributed nice and

evenly. In other words, there

are no weaknesses. The

level, which is reached for a

signal with 12 dB crest factor,

is an average level Leq of 127

dB and a peak level of 139

dB. This value too fits well

with the calculated values.

On  average, the HLS24 has a sensitivity of 104 dB 1 W / 1 m

between 100 Hz and 10 kHz. In terms of figures, this should

equate to 141 dB peak level at 3 kW power, which are indeed

achieved apart from 2 dB. A second measurement with the

active version then delivered the 2 dB, which had been miss-

ing. 

Listening test

The possibility to listen to the system presented itself on the

outdoor area at this year’s prolight+sound in Frankfurt, Ger-

many. The outer conditions – including heavy resonance

from the surrounding hall walls and strong wind – required

abstraction ability from the listeners (but in real applications,

one usually cannot select the conditions either). Per side, 

hd had set up two HLS24s respectively as a vertical array

and three Infra218 as mono subwoofers centrally in front of

the stage. The tops were powered by a Powersoft X4, the

subs by a K20. Tonally, the system – as is inflationary com-

mon at prolight+sound demos – was tuned with a lot of highs

and a lot of bass. As a manufacturer, one hardly has the

chance to deviate from this tuning if everyone else has

 already specified this and one does not want to seem “thin”

in comparison. Either way, hd’s extremely compact system

Directivity measurement for the HLS24 on a rotary arm 
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convinced with abundant dynamics and level reserves. Also

worth mentioning is the even coverage of the whole depth

of the area; in comparison to classic line array, it has nothing

to hide. A look at the loudspeakers, which seemed almost

tiny in comparison to the huge stage, was impressive, to see

what is possible. The potential is therefore extensive; every-

thing else is a question of taste and attitude. It should also

be noted that the smaller HLS20, which was also demon-

strated on the same stage, is also impressive with even more

compact dimensions. 

Summary

The German manufacturer Harmonic Design, under the new

management of the Maier family for two years now, has

launched an entire range of new loudspeaker systems in all

categories within a short time pe-

riod. The latest member is the

HLS24 Hybrid Line Source top, a

combination of a 2 ¥ 12" band

pass system with a line array

tweeter unit. Furthermore a hybrid

subwoofer, a combination of a

bass reflex enclosure with pre-

fixed band pass (or also a type of

horn) and two very powerful 18"

elements. In the measurement

laboratory both systems con-

vinced with high sensitivity and, in

combination with high load capac-

ity, also with corresponding maxi-

mum level. Especially the compact

design makes the charm of the

HLS24 top. As so often, this how-

ever is not possible without some

compromises; the controller relies

on a number of filters for a well-

balanced frequency response and

the dispersion is not quite so

even. Both, however, should not

be as critical in practice. What

matters primarily here is the high

output combined with compact di-

mensions and low weight. The

handling is easy and the manufac-

turing quality too leaves nothing

to be desired. The same is also

true for the Infra218 subwoofer.

Very pleasing in this context are

also the prices: finding a top com-

parable to the HLS24’s calibre and

its 3.895 € should not be very

easy. 
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Top’s rigging points
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